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ON THE LEIBNIZIAN MODAL SYSTEM

SETSUO SAIΊΌ

The aim of the paper is to present a modal system which we will call
the Leibnizian modal system and to show the completeness of the system
with a restriction.

1. In my previous paper [1], in order to show an example of defence of
circular definition (as analysis, not stipulative definition), I gave the
following definition:

A statement is analytic if and only if it is consistent with every
statement that expresses what is possible.

This definition, roughly speaking, is materially equivalent to Carnap's
definition of L-truth:

A sentence 6, is l^-true {in Sx) = Df Θ* holds in every state-
description {in S j .

which is suggested by Leibniz' conception that a necessary truth must hold
in all possible worlds (cf. Carnap [2], p. 10). If "analytic" is replaced by
"necessary" in the above definition of "analytic", the definition will be as
follows:

A statement is necessary if and only if it is consistent with every
statement that expresses what is possible.

This is symbolized by modal signs as follows:

Up ={q)[Oq^O{p-q)]

where p and q are propositional variables.
2. We shall construct a modal system, which will hereafter be called

L (the Leibnizian modal system), consisting of the following one axiom and
five rules.

A. \rΠp-D [OqoO{p-q)]
Rl. // K>/> D O(α p) then hDα {p is not contained in a)
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R2. If a is a tautology of the classical propositional calculus, then ha.
R3. Substitution for propositional variables.
R4. Material detachment.
R5. Replacement of material equivalents.

Here a is an arbitrary formula and p,q are propositional variables.
K>' is regarded as the abbreviation of MH~\

The following theorems hold in L.

Theorem. h\J(p D q) D (Dp ^Dq)

Proof. (1) h\3pZ)[0qz)0(P'q)] [A]
(2) \-Πp D [~O(p-q) D ~O#] [From (1) by R2,R3,R5]
(3) HDfD [~O~~(/> ~q) Ώ~O~q] [From (2) by R2,R3,R5]
(4) hΠp D [D(/> D ?) D D # ] [From (3) by R2,R5]
(5) h\3(p D q) D (D£ 3D?) [From (4) by R2,R3,R4]

Theorem. // α? 2s α tautology of the classical propositional calculus,
then hUa

Proof. (1) a is a tautology of the classical propositional calculus.
[Hypothesis]

(2) h(a-p) = p(p is not contained in a) [From (1) by R2]
(3) hθpz)θp [ByR2,R3]
(4) hθp 3 O(a p) (p is not contained in a) [From (2), (3) by R5]
(5) h\3a [From (4) by Rl]

The above theorems show that L contains the following system.

A. hΠ{pZ) q) D {ΠpΏΏq).
Rl. If a is a tautology of the classical propositional calculus, then hΠa.

R2,R3,R4,R5. (the same as those of L)

If we call this system Lτ, we can prove that Lτ contains L. The
following theorems hold in L\

Theorem. h[jρ D [O^ D 0(p. q)]

Proof. (1) hΠ(p ^ ) D (Bp^Πq) [A]
(2) hΠp 3 [D(p =) q) 3D?] [From (1) by R2,R3,R4]
(3) hΠp ^ [~Dq z> ~D(£ D ̂ )] [From (2) by R2,R3,R5]
(4) hUpΏ [- D~<7D~D~~(/)D~^)] [From (3) by R2,R3,R5]
(5) HΠp D [Otf ^ 0(P <?)] [From (4) by R2,R5]

Theorem. If hζ>p D O(« P) where p is not contained in a, then hDa.

Proof. (1) hθp D O(a p) (p is not contained in a) [Hypothesis]
(2) I—O(a-p) Z)~Op(p is not contained in a)

[From (1) by R2,R3,R5]
(3) I—0~~(α ~/>) ̂ ~O~p(p is not contained in α)

[From (2) by R2,R3,R5]
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(4) h Π(α D p) D D/>(£ is not contained in α)
[From (3) by R2,R3,R5]

(5) ^ D ( α D β ) D D β [From (4) by R3]
(6) I-D(αz) α) [By R1,R3]
(7) ι-Dα [From (5), (6) by R4]

3. We call Lo the system obtained from L' with the restriction that if
Do? is a formula of Lo then a does not contain D. We shall discuss the
completeness of Lo in the following.

We write α, β, y, . . . for the formulas of Lo which do not contain D.
We write a\ β\y\ . . . for formulas of Lo. (α\ β\ . . . are composed of
propositional variables and Dα, D/3, . . . with ~, , v , D.) Let y be an
arbitary formula not containing D. We call a <cy-valuation" a manner of
truth value assignments to all the respective formulas which satisfies the
following condition:

-i-i (true, if y D ot is a tautology:
truth value olΠa = { ' [ . BJ'

[false, otherwise,

where α is an arbitrary formula not containing D, and y is called "axiom".
(Truth value of Do? depends only ony, a and is independent of y-valuation.)
For a formula a\ the following definition is given.

ατ is a γ-tautology, if and only if, for a fixed y, α" is true for all
γ-valuation, (a, which does not contain D, is ay-tautology if and only if a
is a tautology.)

We now state the following theorems.

Theorem 1. If a' is provable in Lo, then a1 is ay-tautology for ally.

Theorem 2. If op is ay-tautology for ally, then a1 is provable in Lo.

4. Let us mention the following lemmas for the sake of the proof of the
above theorems.

Lemma 1. α" . β% is y-tautology, if and only if ot\ βr are y-tautologies.

The proof is evident.

Lemma 2. If δ does not contain • and

(I) -Dofxv-Dαgv . . . v^DotovDjSivD&v . . . vDfcvδ

is a y-tautology, then

(II) -DαiV-Dα^v . . . v~ GamvDftvDfov . . . vD/3n

is a y-tautology or δ is a tautology.

Proof. If δ is not a tautology, then there exist ay-valuation by which δ
is false. For such a y-valuation, (II) is true. Therefore, (Π) is a
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y-tautology, because truth value of (II) depends only on al9 a2, . . . , amy βl9

β2, , βn, Y and is independent of y-valuation, Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.

(II) ~Dα1v~Dα2 v . . . v ~ Πam vΠβ^Ώβz v . . . v Πβn is a γ-tautology

for all y,

if and only if,

(III) (#! a2 . . . am) D βi is a tautology for some i (1 ύ i ^ n).

Proof. When (Π) is ay-tautology for ally, let us take otι- a2 . . . am

as axiom y. (if m - 0 then it means a tautology). Then since

Ώal9 Dα2, . . . , Ώam

are true,

Πft v Πj32V . . v Πβn

is true. Therefore for some i{\ = i = n) D/3f is true, that is, (III) is a

tautology.

If (II) is not ay-tautology for some y, (II) is false for some y, say for

yx. Then for γx Dα?, (i = 1, . . . , m) is true for all i and for yx Πβ;(z =

1, . . . , n) is false for all i. Therefore for all i γγ D αt is a tautology.

Accordingly yx >̂ (OΊ a2 . . . αw) is a tautology. On the other hand, for all

% γλ D ]8f is not a tautology. Therefore, for all i (III) is not a tautology.

Thus, if (II) is not ay-tautology for some y, then (III) is not a tautology for

all ί. Consequently if (IΠ) is a tautology for some i, then (II) is a

y-tautology for all y. Q.E.D.

5. Proof of Theorem 1. As to the axiom

A. D(/>3 q) D ( D p D ί )

the following holds. If y D (/> D q) and y z> /> are both tautologies, then y D #

is a tautology. Therefore A is a y-tautology for all y. As to Rl, the

following holds. If o. is a tautology, then y Dffisa tautology. Therefore, if

a is a tautology, then Dα is a y-tautology. As to R3, the following holds.

An arbitrary formula & is reduced to the conjunction of the formulas of the

following form.

(I) "Dα^v-Dαfcv . . . v ~ΠamvΏβivΠβ2v . . . v Πβnvδ

where δ does not contain D.

In case δ in (I) is a tautology, even if any formula is substituted for a

propositional variable in (I), then (I) remains a y-tautology for all y.

From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, therefore, for the proof as to R3, it is

sufficient to consider

(II) - D α ^ - D ^ v . . . v~Dα»vDj31vDj82 v . . . vDfc

as oι\ If (II) is ay-tautology for all y, then, from Lemma 3, for some i

(III) {a^a2. . . . .aM)Ώβi (1 s i± n)

is a tautology. Even if any formula, which does not contain D, is substituted
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for a propositional variable contained in (III), then (III) remains a
tautology. From Lemma 3, therefore, (II) remains a y-tautology for all
y, even if any formula, which does not contain D, is substituted for a
propositional variable contained in (Π). Further as to the other rules
similar results hold evidently. Q.E.D.

6. Proof of Theorem 2. An arbitrary formula ατ is reduced to the
conjunction of the formulas of the form.

(I) ~ D α i v ~ D α 2 v . . . v~Dtfw D/3ivD02v . . . v Πβnvδ

where δ does not contain D. If δ in (I) is a tautology, then (I) is provable in
Lo. From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, therefore, for the proof of Theorem 2,
it is sufficient to consider

(Π) ~ D α l V ~ D α 2 v . . . v - D α ^ v D ^ v D f e v . . . v Πβn

as a\ If (II) is ay-tautology, from Lemma 3, for some i

(a^a2- . . . am)Ώ fr(l ύiύn)

is a tautology. Accordingly

QΊ D (α2 D (. . . (am D βij . . . ))

is a tautology too. Therefore

Πa, D (Dα2 D (. . . (Ώam D D / 3 , ) . . . ))

that is

~Πa1 v~Dα 2 v . . . v - Ώamv Πβί

is provable in Lo, and so (II) is provable in Lo.
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